PROTRAK

TRANSPORTER
UTILITY
INSPECTION
SYSTEM

The ProTrak Transporter is designed
to carry all Subsite® mainline
systems in line sizes from 6 to
30 inches with axle and driveline
extensions. Available in a singleconductor configuration, this
crawler has three forward speeds,
one reverse, a stop function and a
freewheel mode for easy retrieval.
At full power, the ProTrak delivers
travel speeds up to 55 feet per
minute. Specially designed,
contoured pads, attached with dual
stainless-steel rivets on a stainless
steel chain, provide a large contact
surface for maximum traction.

KEY FEATURES
:: Fits 6-inch (re-lined) to 30-inch pipes.

:: Internal clutch release system for
high-speed, freewheel retrieval.

:: Operates on up to 2,000 feet of sincon.
:: High-efficiency planetary gear train.
:: Precision rare-earth motor.

:: Three forward speeds,
neutral and reverse.
:: Available for use with
single-conductor cable.

:: Travels up to 55 feet per minute.
:: Heavy-duty tread and #40 chain.

LEARN MORE FAST.

Visit Subsite.com

PROTRAK TRANSPORTER SPECIFICATIONS
DIMENSIONS
Weight

32 lbs w/o camera

Length

27 in.

Width

5 in.

Height

4.5 in.

PERFORMANCE

WHY CHOOSE US
PROVEN. Over 30 years building high-performance
pipeline inspection systems.
SINGLE-CONDUCTOR TECHNOLOGY. Delivers multi-

Speed

Up to 55 feet per minute

Motor

Three forward speeds, neutral
and reverse, 150 W precision
rare-earth magnetic

Clutch

Internal release for fast retrieval

Gear Train

High efficiency planetary w/ bevel gear
final drive

Pipeline

6 in. relined up to 30 in.

function flexibility, great video quality, and power through
a nearly indestructible steel-wrapped cable with an
industry-leading, 5-year warranty.
DURABILITY. Our equipment is manufactured with
CNC precision. It’s built to last and is forward- and

FEATURES
Chain

#40

Options

Compatible with the TrakStar and
TrakStar II camera

backward-compatible.
SERVICE. Tech support is a phone call away. If service
is needed, we’ll get you back up and running fast.
LOW COST OF OWNERSHIP. Compare our
affordable systems and fairly priced, fast service
with any competitor.
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About Subsite®
Subsite provides electronic technology to support the
installation, maintenance, inspection, and rehabilitation of
underground pipe and cable. Our comprehensive suite of
products includes utility locators, Horizontal Directional
Drilling (HDD) guidance equipment, equipment machine
controls, and closed-circuit television remote inspection
and monitoring cameras and accessories.

A Charles Machine Works Company

